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Invitations
Behringer Harvard Real Estate Investments
Tongue-in-cheek tone Holiday party invitation
(Investment insiders know how much legal is required 
even for the most innocuous documents)
See the next page for more legible excerpts

Happy
1

Holidays
2

4 This card contains forward-looking statements relating to the forecasted emotional state based on 
our current expectations, estimates, projections, and number of hours in which subjects are exposed 
to holiday-themed sitcom episodes and are not guarantees of future performance—or even sanity, 
really. Actual results may differ materially from those expressed in these forward-looking statements, 
and you should not place undue reliance on any such statements. A number of important factors 
could cause actual results to differ materially from the forward-looking statements contained 
in this salutation. Such factors include those described in the “Risk Factors“ section of this card. 
We undertake no obligation to update any such statements that may become untrue because of 
subsequent events or food fi ghts based on unappreciated, duplicate, or outright cruddy gifts.

5 Must be a Behringer Harvard employee, relation to said employee, date of employee—or be sneaky 
enough to have ripped off an invitation. 

6 Don’t make us drag you out of there.

NEITHER THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF NEW YORK OR ANYONE ELSE WITH A REALLY LONG, 
COMPLICATED, AND BY ALL ACCOUNTS MEANDERING TITLE HAS PASSED ON OR ENDORSED THE 
MERITS OF ANY OFFERING OF THE BEHRINGER HARVARD HOLIDAY PARTY. AT LEAST NOT UNTIL 
COCKTAILS AND TEENY APPETIZERS WITH FRENCH NAMES HAVE BEEN CONSUMED. 

& 
A Joyous3 New Year.4

What: Behringer Harvard Holiday Party5

When: December 15, 2007 from 7:30 p.m. until 12:00 a.m.6

Where: Hotel Palomar

Why: See footnotes 1, 2, 3, and 4

1 There can be no assurance that a “happy“ constitution or any form of “happiness“ will be achieved. 
Blissful emotions are not guaranteed. This level of emotional involvement is subject to substantial 
risks. These risks include failure to obtain copious gifts due to lackadaisical holiday cheer, snarkiness, or 
disdain for the entire gift-giving phenomenon; lack of a happy history; absence of emotions identifi ed 
for acquisition of seasonal gifts; limited transferability of gifts and lack of liquidity from non-cash 
gifts; possibility of substantial delay before distribution of gifts are made; reliance on the goodwill of 
others; payment to pretend you like gifts; potential confl icts of interest when gift received is actually 
regifted; lack of diversifi cation in gifts received—i.e. two ties; and risk that someone in your abode 
will go berserk if the gift-giving does not achieve all of its objectives. This emotion is available only to 
qualifi ed people and is not suitable for everyone. 

2 This is neither an offer to advance nor a solicitation in support of a particular holiday. This is 
authorized for use only with certain people who have regular work days and will therefore be able 
to notate a special day, i.e. “holiday.” Modern holiday celebrations are steeped in a rich, multifaceted 
history that is way too long and involved to get into right now. “Holiday” is a generally-accepted 
period of time that means something special will happen, i.e. no work, no chores, or the unexpected 
pardoning of a speeding ticket. “Holidays” are considered joyous occasions, with a bent toward 
festivity, goodwill, and niceties. Refer to the dictionary, encyclopedia, or family representative/
smartypants for a more detailed discussion of the word. For additional information, please call home. 

3 We follow all applicable policies and procedures before sending out joyous well-wishing and are 
not forcibly bestowing any form of merriment upon any individual. The mellifl uous messaging for this 
invocation of joy was formed in December 2007. There can be no assurance that the positive objectives 
described herein will be achieved. Well-wishing and the encouragement to engage in joyous activities 
are always subject to substantial risks, including the lack of enthusiasm and participation from cynics, 
wet blankets, sourpusses, impassive individuals, and party poopers.
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